**ABSTRACT**

**Background** Patient-reported outcomes (PROs) are essential to capture the patient’s perspective and to influence care. Although PROs and PROMs are known to have many important benefits, they are not consistently being used and there is there no Canadian PROs oversight. The Position Statement presented here is the first step toward supporting the implementation of PROs in the Canadian health care setting.

**Methods** The Canadian PROs National Steering Committee drafted position statements, which were submitted for stakeholder feedback before, during, and after the first National Canadian Patient Reported Outcomes (CanPROs) scientific conference, 14–15 November 2019 in Calgary, Alberta. In addition to the stakeholder feedback cycle, a patient advocate group submitted a section to capture the patient voice.

**Results** The CanPROs Position Statement is an outcome of the 2019 CanPROs scientific conference, with an oncology focus. The Position Statement is categorized into 6 sections covering 4 theme areas: Patient and Families, Health Policy, Clinical Implementation, and Research. The patient voice perfectly mirrors the recommendations that the experts reached by consensus and provides an overriding impetus for the use of PROs in health care.

**Conclusions** Although our vision of PROs transforming the health care system to be more patient-centred is still aspirational, the Position Statement presented here takes a first step toward providing recommendations in key areas to align Canadian efforts. The Position Statement is directed toward a health policy audience; future iterations will target other audiences, including researchers, clinicians, and patients. Our intent is that future versions will broaden the focus to include chronic diseases beyond cancer.
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**BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT**

Quality-of-care measurement in oncology has seen a growing shift from an exclusive focus on health outcomes such as toxicity and survival as reported by clinicians, toward the inclusion of outcomes prioritized and reported by patients themselves. Patient-reported outcomes (PROs) are data that are “directly reported by the patient without interpretation of the patient’s response by a clinician or

---

* The members of the Canadian Patient-Reported Outcomes National Steering Committee are listed in alphabetic order.
anyone else and pertains to the patient’s health, quality of life, or functional status associated with health care or treatment. Patient-reported outcomes originate from aspects of their health that are relevant to their quality of life, including their symptoms; functioning; and physical, mental, and social health. That information can be used by health care providers, health care organizations, and the health system or policymakers to assess the quality of a medical condition and its treatment from the patient’s perspective. In contrast, PRO measures (also known as PROMs) are instruments used to collect data from surveys, questionnaires, or other types of self-appraisal tools that are completed by patients to capture the information.

Evidence demonstrates that PROs benefit many sectors of the health care system. They are an essential part of personalized patient care and can improve the quality of patient care, improve patient–clinician communication, reduce health services use and emergency department visits, assist with problem detection, and influence patient management. Importantly, PROs help improve outcomes such as symptom control, satisfaction, quality of life, and functioning, and have been associated with increased survival.

Collection of PROs provides evidence in the form of patient-centred data for clinicians, payers, researchers, and policymakers. PROs can assist in the evaluation and implementation of new care methods. In Canada and other jurisdictions, PRO data are a common requisite for payer reimbursement submissions. Effective use of PROs for personalized patient management can help to achieve sought-after “Triple Aim” health care reform goals of better population health, improved patient experience, and lower health care costs.

Globally, PROs have been used in clinical trials and in many organizations for decades. In Canada, although many research and patient-care organizations are working to incorporate PROs into their clinical processes, the use and implementation of PROs is regionally or provincially siloed and can be fragmented across various medical disciplines. There is no nationally mandated guidance on PROs, and there are no implementation best practices. The uptake and embedding of PROs in “real-world” clinical practice, where the data are used to guide health care decision-making and patient management, are still limited. PROs are well documented in the literature, but barriers to their implementation are also well documented.

Our vision is that PROs will transform the health care system to be more patient-centred. The pillars of that transformation include the routine use of PROs in clinical care, advancement of knowledge from continuing research in the field, and the use of aggregate Canada-wide PRO data to enhance care through quality improvement and population-based research.

The Canadian PROs National Steering Committee is a collective national body of stakeholders, including PROs experts inside and outside oncology, pediatrics, and surgery; allied health providers (nursing, social work, psychology); patient advocates; and health care organizations such as the provincial cancer agencies and the Canadian Partnership Against Cancer. The National Steering Committee developed the Position Statement presented here with the intention of transforming the health care system by supporting the integration and implementation of PROs into the Canadian health care setting and by advancing PROs knowledge through research. The Position Statement is intended as a first step toward the national alignment of stakeholders (health care providers, administrators, health policymakers, patient advocacy groups, researchers, and industry) who support the greater use of PROs in Canadian health care and research contexts. This first iteration of the Canadian PROs Position Statement is intended to guide health care decision-makers and leaders with recommendations in 4 areas: Patient and Family, Health Policy, Clinical Implementation, and Research. Included are several overarching position statements and a patient perspective from the Colorectal Cancer Resource and Action Network.

METHODS

This Position Statement supporting the implementation of PROs in the Canadian health care setting represents a truly collective effort between experts and various stakeholders.

The Position Statement was first developed by a National Steering Committee of PROs experts, with subcommittees—each having a designated section leader—representing each of the 4 themes. Subsequently, the subcommittees identified the priority issues specific to their subtheme, formulated consensus questions, examined evidence, and drafted recommendation statements using available evidence. Although originally intended to be a Consensus Statement, the work product became a Position Statement because the available evidence was insufficient for the recommendations to be entirely evidence-based. In some areas, the recommendations are conceptual or are still based on professional opinion, expertise, or common sense. The recommended position statements for each theme were then presented to the steering committee. Theme leaders, steering committee, and subcommittee members are all listed as authors.

The final Position Statement and the present manuscript arose from the CanPROs scientific conference held 14–15 November 2019 in Calgary, Alberta. Stakeholder feedback on the draft version was obtained from health administration, patient groups, and industry at an in-person stakeholder meeting on 13 November 2019. Wider stakeholder feedback was obtained at the CanPROs scientific conference, where real-time voting by 150 delegates from across Canada was used to gauge support for the position statements. The participating delegates included PROs experts, oncologists, oncology pharmacists and nurses, psychosocial oncology clinicians, cancer care administrators, health policy members, members of patient advocacy groups, and industry representatives. After the conference, the position statements were sent to all CanPROs attendees and the authors for further feedback.

RESULTS: CANADIAN NATIONAL POSITION STATEMENT ON PROS

Overarching PROs Position Statements

The Steering Committee identified 3 overarching PROs position statements.

- Dedicated resources (including human, financial, and health systems) should be invested to integrate PROs
into clinical care, given their demonstrated value and benefits.

- A Canadian national PROs body consisting of PROs experts is needed to guide expert direction in all areas of health care, policy, and research.
- This PROs body would provide direction to national and regional authorities including, for example, Health Canada and provincial, regional, or hospital authorities and government decision-makers such as the Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health, the pan-Canadian Oncology Drug Review, and the Institut national d’excellence en santé et services sociaux.
- Responsibilities would include establishing Canadian PROs standards to guide global clinical trials and the appropriate selection of PROs and interpretation of PROs data for action and decision-making.
- The application of PROs must incorporate specific tools and strategies as needed to address equity, diversity, and inclusion. The tools and strategies have to be meaningful, accessible, and useable by all patients, including patients who are affected by differences in ability, language, culture, gender, sex, sexual orientation, socioeconomic status, or place of residence. They have to address the unique needs of diverse and underrepresented groups including Indigenous, Inuit, and Métis individuals.

### Position statement on PROs for Patients and Families

**Section leaders: Susan J. Bartlett PhD and Jennifer C. Pink PhD**

Patient and family-centred cancer care balances the knowledge that the patient is at the centre of care with a growing awareness that illness affects the family. In the position statement presented here, the term “family” refers to the patient’s psychological family, including family members, friends, neighbours, and co-workers. “Caregiver,” a term frequently used in the PROs literature, excludes family who are profoundly affected by the patient’s illness (including children) and who do not directly provide care to the patient. Further, it inadequately captures the nature of the relationship between a patient and the provider of care (for example, spouses of patients). Alternative terms for “family” or “caregiver” were suggested, including people within a patient’s “circle of care,” “the tribe,” “the support team.”

An emerging area, family-reported outcomes (FROS) measure the effect of an illness on the outcomes of family members themselves. Although FROS are included alongside PROs in the position statement presented here, we acknowledge that involving families might require consent of the patient. Research is needed to identify optimal ways to approach families, the PROs and FROS that can best inform patient- and family-centred care, and how to incorporate the needs, preferences, and values of patients and family members, especially when those needs, preferences, and values might diverge. Additional issues relevant to the implementation of PROs and FROS include burden, privacy, registration, documentation, regulation, and clinical responses and resources, including capacity to respond to patient and family distress (for example, low mood).

Patient- and family-centred care has been widely used (and researched) in cancer care, which was the context of the CanPROs meeting, 14–15 November 2019. A patient- and family-centred approach to care is relevant to other chronic illnesses and can vary with the condition and the wishes of the patient.

A key point is that, as with any person-reported outcome, it is important to use the information collected to inform conversations, shared decision-making, or clinical actions. Using the information is especially important when any level of emotional distress is identified.

- Conceptual shift from patient to family as the unit of care
  - Because cancer is a family illness, a conceptual shift is needed, whereby care moves from patients only to also include families (where family is defined broadly as the circle of care).
  - An essential component of patient- and family-centred care could include the systematic integration of family-reported outcomes (FROS) into cancer care.
- Patient consent: ethics and confidentiality
  - Important areas that need clarification include the consent of patients to contact families and to control what information (from PROs and FROS) is disclosed to whom.
- Patient and family data must be used in real time to enhance care
  - PROs and FROS should be used in real time to help identify care gaps and address unmet needs.
  - There must be a clinical response each and every time PROs or FROS are collected.
  - “What I want to do for all the people like me”
  - Patients, families, and health care providers need education and training to understand how PROs and FROS can benefit an individual’s care, the care of other patients, and the health care system.
  - “Nothing about me without me”
  - Patients and families should co-create PROs and FROS research, including identifying patient- and family-centred research agendas and creating guidelines for the use of existing tools and the development of new tools for measuring PROs and FROS.

### Position statement on PROs for Health Policy

**Section leaders: Richard Sawatzky RN PhD and Stirling Bryan PhD**

The greater demand for measurement and monitoring of PROs by regulators, payers, accreditors, and professional organizations will help to drive implementation of PROs into clinical care. A key point emphasized by this statement is the strong need for a national PROs advisory body to help with the implementation, described in the second overarching position statement (need for a Canadian national PROs body) and again in the third PROs for health policy position statement [implementing such a body (next subsection)].
Access to care
- Decision-making about access to care (including current and new technologies, drugs, or therapies) should be guided by a deliberative approach that incorporates PROs. Deliberative frameworks involve the application of multiple criteria in a decision-making process (for example, cost, clinical outcomes, patient experience, social determinants). In such frameworks, PROs should represent a key criterion.
- The selection and use of PROMs must reflect societal and patient perspectives alike. Societal perspectives reflect the values of the general population and are appropriate to guide health policy decisions. However, “patient perspectives” (that is, descriptive information about outcomes and values of those experiencing health challenges and services) must also be considered to ensure that the voices of patients also inform access decisions.

Implementation recommendations
- Establish both national and provincial or territorial bodies to guide selection of PRO measures and interpretation of PRO data for action and decision-making.
- System performance
  - PROs must be routinely collected and integrated to support continuous learning, improvement, and patient-centred decision-making in health care delivery. That routine collection and integration can be operationalized through a learning health system model in which every patient and every encounter provides an opportunity for PRO data collection to support improvement initiatives.
- Implementation recommendations
  - Create a national repository of anonymized data provided by validated PRO tools for health care quality improvement.
  - Integrate the science, application, and use of PROs into the core health care curricula.
  - Include the implementation and adoption of PROs as a mandatory requirement of a health care institution or facility accreditation.

Position Statement on PROs for Clinical Implementation
Section leader: Doris Howell RN PhD FAAN

A key concept with regard to the implementation of PROs in the clinical context is the difference between dissemination and implementation. Implementation is defined as the use of a specific set of activities and strategies that promote the adoption, integration, and scale-up of evidence-based interventions and innovations in practice within specific settings. Implementation of PROs requires use of best-practice implementation strategies to facilitate the embedding of PROs into routine clinical care. As with any change in clinical processes, successful implementation of PROs requires institutional commitment from leadership, buy-in from providers and administrators (and ultimately patients), and coordination of those multiple stakeholders to reach the desired vision for use of PROs in person-centred patient management.

Electronic methods of capturing PROs (including tablet or smartphone apps, dedicated devices, or a Web-based portal) are fundamental to widespread use and scale-up. The PROs data have to interface with electronic health records and be immediately accessible for use in the clinical encounter. Ideally, electronic methods could be used to capture PROs between clinic visits. Access issues such as computer literacy must be acknowledged, because not everyone can engage well with electronic systems. The lack of resources in some areas will prohibit electronic capture methods.

The PROs data must be made available and accessible to inform those for whom it is most relevant: patients and health care professionals. The PROs output and communication materials for patients and physicians have to be accessible across the health literacy spectrum, intuitive, and visually appealing.

Finally, a key point is that everyone needs PRO education, including patients, families, and health care providers. Patients and families need education so that they can use PROs in health self-management. Health care providers need training in how to interpret PRO scores, and how to incorporate scores into clinical encounters, and how to use the data to inform treatment plans and to communicate with patients in determining “what matters most” and what should be addressed as a priority.

Select relevant PROs.
- Engage with patients as partners from the start, together with family advisors and clinicians to select disease-specific PROMs that are meaningful for the patient, clinically relevant, and appropriate for clinical research. A patient-oriented approach has patients participating in all aspects of PROs evaluation, including selection, implementation, research, and evaluation.
- Use robust communication strategies to engage all care team members and the patient from the first point of contact and at strategic time points during care.
- Integrate PROs into the clinical workflow, care pathways, and the way that team members work together so that use of PROs becomes routine practice.
- Capture PROs before and between each clinical encounter to document adverse events and other patient issues, and configure workflow to ensure a response to the data.
- Invest in electronic capture methods for PROs that integrate with patient records. That PROs model represents the ideal.
- Include documentation systems and analytics in PRO programs to enable data abstraction for quality improvement, performance measurement, and research.
- Clinicians use PROs in a real-world setting for person-centred care.
- Educate clinicians initially and on a continuing basis about how to interpret PRO scores, to integrate those data into everyday patient management, and to understand the benefits of use.
coaching for integrating PROs data into shared decision-making and treatment planning. Create intuitive clinician-facing reports that summarize PRO scores for ease of interpretation and actionability. Align PRO scores and evidence in best-practice guidelines that direct clinicians to the selection and application of optimal clinical interventions to address detected problems. Include mechanisms for evaluating the implementation of PROs in patient management and for ongoing quality improvement. PROs support patients in becoming informed partners in achieving better health outcomes. Create an inclusive and accessible education program to help patients and families who are first entering the cancer system learn why PROs are collected and how PROs can improve their health outcomes. Patients and families need to learn how to interpret PRO scores and score changes, and they need guidance about actions to take and the use of the data for communicating with the health care team. Patient and families need to learn that PROs can be used for symptom monitoring, early intervention, informing treatment plans, understanding disease patterns and health recovery, and guiding self-management behaviors. Develop visually appealing patient-friendly PRO reports for easy interpretation and an understanding about how PROs changes align with disease and treatment changes. Integrate PROs data with patient portals so that patients can link PROs data with clinical and laboratory data, and complete PROs between clinic visits.

Position Statement on PROs for Research
Section leaders: Lisa Barbera MD and Madeline Li MD PhD

Research involving PROs has 5 foci:

- As outcomes in the scientific evaluation of various treatments
- As naturalistic data in clinical research
- In the development and psychometric analysis of PROMs
- In implementation science related to the routine integration of PROs into clinical care
- In evaluating the effect of PROs use on health systems and patient care

The patient perspective has to be consistently incorporated into research. That effort includes data collection that goes beyond survival to include measures of symptom burden, toxicity, quality of life, and functional status from the patient perspective. The research community ought to provide information to patients, family members, and clinicians that details how various treatment options might affect those important outcomes.

The clinical benefits of using PROs in routine care have been demonstrated for symptom identification, communication, and satisfaction. Further research is required to understand if additional outcomes are affected. Further work is also required to understand how best to implement clinical programs of PRO measurement.

- The goal of all PRO applications has to be defined up front, with a research lens applied to all PRO uses.
  - The goal—screening, routine clinical care, clinical trial endpoint, or basic research—will determine the nature, frequency, and optimal length of use of the selected PROMs.
  - An a priori research lens in all applications (patient and family care, health policy, implementation science) facilitates a project design and evaluation framework for optimal outcome measurement.

Agreement on a minimum common dataset should be established to permit comparative research and to allow for synergies with health policy and other research groups.

- Core domains to evaluate with PROMs should constitute a minimum common dataset.
- Consensus is needed concerning the disease-specific, phase-specific, and treatment-specific PROMs that should be added to the core measures to balance the capabilities and needs of the system, the patient, and the clinician.
- Clinical applications are a priority for PROM research development.
- Computer-adaptive methods can facilitate collection of both core and disease-specific PROMs, and psychometric research about the clinical application of such an approach is needed.
- Implementation science and PROMs development should focus on under-researched populations such as minority or disadvantaged groups and the cancer survivorship space.
- Research about PROs should now focus on the effect of PROs on clinically relevant outcomes such as health services use and survival.

- Early evidence for the effects of PROs use on health care utilization and survival has been developed, but there is an existing knowledge gap concerning the mechanisms of those relationships or their cost-effectiveness.
- Although research about the additional effect of PRO measurement is required, reduced symptom burden might not be a clinically plausible outcome for evaluation.

Position Statement on PROs from the Patient Advocate Perspective
Section leader: Filomena Servidio-Italiano

The position statement presented here was developed by the Colorectal Cancer Resource and Action Network. Although specific to patients with colorectal cancer, it intends to be inclusive of the beliefs and perspectives of other cancer patients. It has received endorsement from the Breast Cancer Society of Canada and Ovarian Cancer Canada.

- PROs should be captured as study endpoints in the development and evaluation of new therapies, and PROMs should include questions related to survivorship,
health, and quality of life equally when evaluating new therapies, especially in the advanced-disease setting.

- PROs can be used for adverse event reporting, and PROMs designed to measure adverse effects of a therapy should be administered in the setting most suitable for the patient, at the time that the adverse effects are most prominent and top of the patient’s mind so that the patient perspective is captured more fully.

- PROs data collected in the clinic should be reviewed before patient consultation and used to guide and improve clinical care. Health and quality-of-life data have to be captured in addition to treatment-induced side effects that might require supportive care measures. Clinical guidelines have to be in place to guide clinician responses to patient concerns and issues identified in the patient’s data during the clinic visit.

- Consider adding a section on the PROs questionnaire for completion by the family. Such a section could be helpful for both the patient and the care partner who is playing the vital role of caring for the patient. Additional information might be captured on perceived health outcomes, including the patient’s health and quality of life, symptoms, daily functioning, and aspects of physical, psychological, and social well-being. Completion of this part of the questionnaire might also identify whether supportive care services are required for the person supporting the patient.

- Standardizing nationally-collected PROs data might help to standardize clinical practice. Currently, there is no consistency from one cancer centre to another in the PROMs that are administered.

- Patient education has to be a PROs component. Patients need to be taught and to acquire familiarity with the various terms used in PROs questionnaires, to understand what rankings or ratings mean, and how the data will be used after the questionnaire is completed. They need to understand how to distinguish treatment-induced adverse events from disease-induced symptoms so that they can complete the questionnaire with greater ease and competency.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS**

The Position Statement presented here demonstrates Canadian leadership in PROs and represents the beginning of a national alignment of patients, policymakers, researchers, and health care providers toward greater use and effect of PROs in Canadian health care and research contexts. We were encouraged that the preceding subsection relating to the patient advocate perspective perfectly mirrors the recommendations that experts reached by consensus, which are highlighted in all four of the themes. That alignment reassures us that we are on the right track.

We acknowledge that our vision, in which PROs transform the health care system to be more patient-centred and integrated into every health care encounter, is aspirational and will not be easily achieved in the short term. We also acknowledge that some important aspects are not yet adequately addressed, including many concerns with respect to privacy (data transparency and access, permissions, sharing, and reporting), inclusion and diversity, health literacy, and access. Importantly, PROs do not currently fully embrace diversity, and there are significant issues with certain groups not being represented or, worse, being misrepresented. Those areas suggest topics for future research. We recognize that to make changes and improvements in the health system, we have to articulate where we are and then move forward.

Collaboration is a key value as we proceed. Various stakeholder groups all have different needs and priorities surrounding the use of PRO data; however, there could be synergy in selecting PROs data and PROMs that are used across all the pillars of patients and families, health policy, clinical implementation, and research. Aligning outcomes will reduce burden on the system. Our intention is that future versions of the Position Statement will broaden the focus to include chronic diseases beyond cancer. The release of the next iteration of the PROs Position Statement will coincide with the second PROs conference, hopefully to be held in 2021. We invite you to choose to engage and participate.
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